
          
 
The president of Paleo Gaming, Dan Prisco-Buxbaum, recently sat down to interview Theo Bergquist, 
one of the founders of the Swedish-based company Riotminds, regarding the widely anticipated release 
of their tabletop role-playing game Trudvang Chronicles which was recently translated to English (and 
several other languages) following a massively successful Kickstarter campaign which surpassed its 
fundraising goal of 300,000 SEK by several orders of magnitude (bringing in nine times the target 
amount at over 2.7 million  SEK). 
 
Riotminds describes Trudvang as “an award-winning fantasy roleplaying game based on the mysterious 
and dark Nordic and Celtic sagas and myths. Enter a world of enchanted forests, trolls, dragons, spirits 
of nature, heroes and adventures. Trudvang is both grim and dark, epic and yet down to earth, with a 
melancholic tone of an ancient age when nature was a living creature and magic was wild and strong. 
Above all, Trudvang is a saga…”  
 
 

 
 

Trudvang Chronicles presents a unique setting which has become wildly popular in Sweden, with a highly anticipated 
English release which was announced in May of 2016. Image © Riotminds 2017 

 
 



Trudvang was originally designed by Riotminds as a campaign setting for Drachar Och Demoner 
(“Dragons and Demons”) which was first published by Adventure Games (later rebranded as Target 
Games) in 1982. A number of new editions of the game (up to the fifth edition) were released by Target 
Games, but following financial difficulty in the late 1990s, Target Games sold the rights to Drachar Och 
Demoner to Paradox Entertainment, who subsequently licensed the material to Riotminds. Riotminds 
released the sixth edition of Drachar Och Demoner in 2000, and in 2006 launched the Drachar Och 
Demoner: Trudvang setting, which became a roleplaying-game sensation in Sweden. 
 
On May 16, 2016 Riotminds announced that Drakar och Demoner Trudvang would be released in an 
English version, under the name Trudvang Chronicles. The game has been incredibly popular in Sweden 
since its release and is now experiencing a groundswell of support for the English release, so we decided 
to sit down for a Q&A session with Theo Bergquist, one of the founders of Riotminds to bring to light 
some of things that make Trudvang so special. 
 
 

          
 

The cover art for the Game Master's Guide (left) and Player's Handbook (right) for Trudvang Chronicles. Thanks to 
the success of the Kickstarter campaign, the English release will also include a pre-made adventure known as 

"Wildheart" (pictured below). Images © Riotminds 2017 
 
Dan: Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to chat with us a bit about Trudvang. We here at Paleo 
Gaming are really looking forward to the release of the game, and several of our staff members, myself 
included, were backers of the Kickstarter campaign since its inception. 
 
How did you initially come to be acquainted with Drachar Och Demoner, and what made Riotminds 
keen on acquiring the licensing to publish the sixth edition of the game? Was Trudvang already an idea 
floating around when Riotminds acquired the licensing, or did it evolve later, and what led to the 
decision to create Trudvang as a campaign setting? 
 
Theo: Hi Dan, my pleasure. Back in the 80´s we were those pre-teenagers who gathered around the table 
to play the first version of the game, but also a variety of other RPG’s such as Dungeons and Dragons, 
James Bond, Mutant Chronicles etc, etc. Unfortunately, Target Games went into Chapter 11 and no one 
really cared about the property so when I approached them they were glad to hand over the license for a 
small fee. A year later we acquired it. Wouldn’t say we knew all about Trudvang back then, but we did 
know that we wanted to revamp the game and twist it more towards the Nordic Saga.  



The first version of our game was a more generic fantasy game but as we started to produce source 
material and a bestiary we grew into what we called the Trudvang settting. Once we had the formula for 
that, it was easy to accelerate. 
 
Dan: You guys must be really proud of what you have accomplished with this Kickstarter campaign- 
which blew away your goals by a large order of magnitude. What made you decide that now was the 
right time to launch the Kickstarter campaign, and were you surprised by how quickly you met (and 
surpassed) your goals? What do you attribute to the amazing success you’ve had with Trudvang so far? 
 
Theo: Hmm.. good question. We had a feeling that Trudvang was something special since it was so 
popular in Sweden for many years, and we also knew that Paul Bonner had a huge fan-base, so we kind 
of felt that this is going to be a good one. Before the Kickstarter campaign we had a lot of the work 
translated already and we took a serious investment in that. The only way to fund an international release 
was to launch a KS campaign. I’d say the success depends highly on several keystones such as 
uniqueness in the setting, Paul Bonners and Alvaro Tapias great work, the quite extensive package we 
could offer and the legacy we had since before.  
 
Dan: What sort of obstacles did you encounter during the process of translating the game? Were there 
any learning experiences that you feel will help Riotminds apply this model to translating other games or 
supplements in the future? Do you feel more confident with the process after going through it for 
Trudvang? 
 
Theo: Well, one of the obstacles was the fact that even though we spent a lot of money translating the 
text it was still not good enough. We truly learned that even if you use a professional service it still 
needs editing. We’re also grateful to all our fans and backers who helped us. Also, one needs to keep in 
mind that translation (even if you edit, and edit and edit) is not the same as native. There is a different 
flow and flavor in the language than if we would have hired an English writer. 
 
Dan: Personally, I know the thing that first attracted me to Trudvang was the amazingly detailed and 
imaginative artwork produced by the talented artists you have brought to the table in designing this 
unique world, including the work of Paul Bonner, Alvaro Tapia, Per Sjögren, Niklas Brandt and others. I 
found myself much more likely to invest in the game because I wasn’t just buying into the reference 
books, but I felt I was also getting added value in the artwork. What led you to utilize these artists in 
particular, and do you find that you get similar response from other fans of the game? 
 
Theo: Agreed, the artwork is amazing. We love the work of Paul Bonner and he’s absolutely one of the 
keystones in this setting, but also Alvaro Tapia. Not only because of all the fantastic illustrations but also 
the design work he put into this project. Without his excellent design and take on it we would still be just 
a generic fantasy property. But as you say both Niklas Brandt and Per Sjögren are excellent artist and 
have contributed a lot. Actually I was the CEO for Paradox Entertainment for a couple of years, and 
Alvaro Tapia worked there as lead artist on a project called Valhalla Chronicles and when I saw all the 
great concept art for that video game it just blew me away. I asked him if he could consider some work 
on the side, and he accepted. Paul Bonner is more of a mysterious guy. I actually had to go visit him in 
his studio and twist and bend his arm to agree to do the first painting for us   
 



 
 

Example art from one of the Trudvang Chronicles books, depicting a Hrim Troll. Image © Riotminds 2017 
 
Dan: As an avid tabletop role-playing gamer who has been DM/GM/Storyteller for over 15 years, I have 
utilized many different game systems, and played in many different settings, but most games I have 
encountered can be lumped into fairly neat categories. For example, while different in many regards, 
both the Star Trek Roleplaying Game (published by Decipher) and Shadowrun (published by Catalyst 
Game Labs) utilize a d6 based system, and both Dungeons and Dragons (published by Wizards of the 
Coast) and Pathfinder (published by Paizo) utilize a d20 based system. However, Trudvang feels 
fundamentally different, mechanically speaking, from any other game I’ve encountered. 
 
I know that the game has been described as borrowing heavily from the Basic Roleplaying System 
(BRP) (published in 1980 by Chaosium) which was notable for being the first role-playing game system 
to introduce a full skill system to characters regardless of their profession, which was later adopted by 
the Call of Chthulhu roleplaying game. However, as someone who has played in the BRP system, I find 
that Trudvang is a much “cleaner” system, with a logical progression of skills into disciplines and 
specialties which account for skill difference between a character that has a rudimentary understanding 
of a skill and a character who has been significantly trained in a skill. More importantly, I find the 
combat point system to be incredibly intriguing. Deciding how to allocate a characters resources in a 
fight between offense and defense, maneuvering, and special actions, gives an amazing level of control 
over how much effort a player puts into a single all-out attack vs. multiple attacks, but further breaks it 
down so that a player can take two attacks instead of four (as an example) as opposed to a standard d20 
system where a character has the option to perform a movement action and a single attack, or abandon 
their movement action to perform many attacks, but nothing in-between. 
 



What led to the decision to create this ground-breaking combat point system, and how do you feel it is of 
particular use within the world of Trudvang? Also, personally, what are your favorite aspects of 
Trudvang (both in regards to game mechanics and/or setting)? 
 
Theo: Yes, I think the game is different than many other games out there. Actually, it’s not one decision 
but many iterations that finally became the mechanics of the game. Some of the beta-testers argued 
(before they played) that the system was a bit clumsy and not easy to play, but then we told them to start 
playing and they totally changed their minds. Trudvang Chronicles is easy to play, but also offer the 
depths I think many gamers out there demand for a game like this. It’s something they invest a lot of 
time into. 
 

 
 

Excerpt from the Trudvang Chronicles Player's Handbook showing the hierarchy of skills (Entertainment), 
disciplines (Gambling, etc.), and specialties (Cheater, etc.), respectively. 

Images © Riotminds 2017 
 
Just as you say, we like the “fluid” combat mechanics since it offers a lot of freedom and cool stuff, but 
let’s be honest: we love the world and the setting most. Frost giants, undead dragons, beserkers, celtic-
inspired ceremonies… all that fluff is really cool (in our humble opinion). 
 

  
 

Cover art for Trudvang Chronicles "Jorgi's Bestiary" (left) and introduction with artwork from the first chapter 
(right). Images © Riotminds 2017 



 
Dan: Trudvang isn’t the only property currently published by Riotminds. You also produce Ereb Altor, a 
campaign setting of Drachar Och Demoner, and a game called LexOccultum- both of which were 
similarly crowd funded via Kickstarter. Do you guys have any additional projects in the works that you 
can talk about, aside from continued translations of these exciting properties, including additional works 
you have already announced within the world of Trudvang? 
 
Theo: No, that’s it.. well we do have a super secret thing going on that will be revealed in Q1 of 2018 (I 
think) but for the international audience we are focused on Trudvang and LexOccultum. It’s a big bite 
for us. Ereb Altor is Swedish only, for now. 
 
Dan: As an avid player of both tabletop games and video games, I feel compelled to ask- does Riotminds 
have any plans for expanding into the video game industry? Could we see a Trudvang MMORPG in the 
future? 
 
Theo: We don’t have any plans. It’s too different from what we do, and even though I was the founder of 
Paradox Interactive, and know how we should do it, it’s just too big for us for now. Doing a licensing 
deal would make more sense for us. 
 
Dan: Speaking of video games, Esports is one of the hottest topics in the gaming world right now. What 
are your personal thoughts on the Esports revolution, and what it means for "gamers" in general? Do you 
feel that Esports being catapulted into the public consciousness and introduced to mainstream audiences 
has also helped to bring tabletop gaming into a more mainstream arena? 
 
Theo: E-sports are just sooo cool. I think we’ve seen just the beginning and this will be mainstream for 
sure. Not sure if it correlates to tabletop games but as the video game market grows so will the need for 
more IP, and few other IPs are as rich as RPGs. 
 
Dan: My final question is a broader question regarding the future of tabletop gaming. I’ve heard it said 
that Sweden may be shaping up to be the next “Mecca” of tabletop gaming, potentially dethroning North 
America which has been a powerhouse producer of tabletop games over the last 30+ years. Trudvang in 
particular has been pointed to as a prime example of this emerging trend. What do you think about those 
statements, and are there any other regions that you currently think might become major 
leaders/competitors in the tabletop gaming industry moving forward? 
 
Theo: Well if you look at this list of most anticipated games this year and what we have in the pipeline I 
think the Swedish publishers will take the lead for sure. The bottleneck we face is hiring the right writers 
that can produce material in English. Artists we do have, as well as the skills and teams to develop solid 
products. I’ve always been a fan of French and Italian games too. Let’s just say there is room for 
everyone  
 
Dan: Thank you again for taking the time to speak with me about all the great work you guys are doing 
with Trudvang, and your other interesting properties. I'm incredibly excited for my copy of the books to 
arrive and everyone at Paleo Gaming wishes the Riotminds crew the best of success as you continue to 
develop these great games moving forward.  
 
Theo: Thank you Dan. We hope the package will make you happy, and above all, that you dig into the 
world! 
 



 
Trudvang Chronicles is currently available for pre-order through Riotminds on their website 
(www.riotminds.se/product-category/trudvang-chronicles/) or via the Riotminds page for Trudvang on 
Kickstarter. 
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